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Dear Chess Friends, 

The new issue of  Modern  Chess  magazine  is  here!  Here we present to you four articles that 
combine opening, middlegame, endgame, strategy and psychology in chess. 

• In  the  second  part  of our  Endgame  Series,  GM  Davorin  Kuljasevic  explains the
importance of pawns in endgames using some interesting examples from both classical and
modern grandmaster practice. Start with a rehash of the famous  movie  Searching   for   Bobby
Fischer,   go   through   the   classical theoretical positions from 70’s and 80’s and find out how
Polish GM Bartel used impeccable endgame technique to defeat World #28 Navara. And, of
course, make sure to “Test Yourself” at the end of the article.

• GM Boris Chatalbashev continues analyzing the initiative in different stages of the chess
game. In this issue he focuses on the initiative in middlegame and offers tips on finding the best
next move in complex middlegame positions relying on chess logic. He subtly explains how to let
go of the “materialistic mindset” in chess and rather look for dynamic solutions that pose
sometimes insurmountable, practical problems to the opponent.

• GM Petar Arnaudov launches a new column for the 1.e4 fans – a full repertoire for White.
The first article features the Alapin Variation of Sicilian Defense. One of Black’s main answers
2…d5 is analyzed in-depth with plenty of fresh examples from grandmaster practice. You will
find a good mix of important forced lines and typical ideas, plans and motifs.

• Those of you who prefer a more aggressive and attacking style of play will enjoy the
second part of the Dragon Variation in Sicilian Defense. IM Spas Kozhuharov has prepared a
sharp and double-edged repertoire for Black pieces against the main lines 9. 0-0-0 and 9. g4. In
addition to presenting typical attacking ideas, Kozhuharov proves that certain lines are
unjustifiably neglected in mainstream theory by analyzing improvements that contain a lot of
venom.

• Viktor Gavrikov’s tips on strategy will help boost your attacking skills in positions with an
isolated pawn. He demonstrates three important plans: transferring the rook to the third
horizontal, movement of the isolated pawn and knight sacrifice on f7.

Enjoy reading! 
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The Attack with an Isolated Pawn
GM Viktor Gavrikov 

Dear Chess Friends, 
This article marks the beginning of a training 
course designed to acquaint the readers of 
Modern Chess magazine with one of the most 
important types of positions in middlegame – 
the isolated pawn. 

The importance of this topic stems from the fact 
that it can arise from a huge number of 
openings: Queen’s Gambit, Slav Defense, 
Tarrasch Defense, New Indian Defense, 
Nimzowitsch Defense, Sicilian Defense, to name 
just a few. Therefore, good knowledge of these 
positions is necessary for any chess player, 
regardless of his repertoire. 

Our magazine provides a full course of study on 
the isolated pawn, which contains three logically 

linked articles. The first two published materials 
focus on the methods of playing with an isolator.  

This article will explain in depth the three most 
important attacking ideas for the side playing 
with an “isolani”. These are the transfer of the 
rook on third horizontal (rank), the movement 
of the isolated pawn and the sacrifice of the 
knight on “f7”. No less important are the 
positional and attacking techniques, which will 
be discussed in the second article of our series – 
the switch to a symmetric pawn structure after 
the exchange on “d5”, the movement of “f” pawn 
and the movement of “h” pawn. Once our 
readers are familiar with the offensive potential 
of the isolated pawn, they can move on to the 
closing article of the course which focuses on 
the methods of playing against such a pawn. 

1) The transfer of the rook on third
horizontal

For a better understanding of this manoeuvre, it 
is necessary to make some general remarks. 

The main advantage of the isolated pawn is that 
it provides spatial advantage. While the isolani 
controls the “e5” and “c5” squares (“e4” and “c4” 
for Black, respectively), they can be perfect 
outposts for the knights. Another essential 
advantage is the possession of the semi-open “e” 
file which is often used as a springboard for the 
development of an attack against the enemy’s 
king.  

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned 
advantages, the side playing with an isolated 
pawn should seek an attack on the kingside and 
avoid piece exchanges. Let the readers know 
that in endgame such a pawn is a weakness 
rather than a strength. 
One of the classic methods of attack is the 
transfer of the rook to the kingside. This 
manoeuvre is possible due to the spatial 
advantage provided by the isolated pawn. It can 
be said that quite often the isolani acts as a 
“screen” behind which the regrouping of the 
pieces is performed, aiming to start an offensive 
against the king. A relevant example, which fully 
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illustrates the idea of the transfer of the rook on 
the third rank, is the classical game between the 
two Russian Grandmasters, Lev Polugaevsky 
and Anatoli Lutikov, played back in 1957. 

Polugaevsky,L – Lutikov, А  
URS-ch sf Sverdlovsk (15), 1957 



Move d4-d5 deserves attention, leading to 
Benoni’s pawn structure, favorable for White: 
6.d5 exd5 7.cxd5 d6 8.e4 White’s advantage is
due to the fact that the “e7” square is not
suitable for the bishop – in this type of
structures the best place for it is on the big
diagonal (a1-h8).



Very crucial moment! When Black develops the 

knight on “”, they seek harmonious 

development of the queenside. Their plan 

includes moves ааи 

However, the early development of the 

knight on “” is premature, because White can 

oppose with In that situation, the 

black knight will be far from the weakened 

square “”.  

Therefore, modern chess theory recommends 

starting with , which aims to provoke - 

and thus weaken square “”. The difference 

here is that the black knight is still on “” and 

may easily move to “”, from where it does not 

only control the “” square, but nevertheless 

prevents offensive ideas of white queen – bishop 

battery on the “7” diagonal and the transfer 

of the rook to the third rank through 

“”. 

 A typical move for queen’s structure 

It is obvious that soon enough this will lead to a 

position with an isolated pawn and White will 

start to place his pieces on the best squares. The 

queen occupies the “e” file, which will become 

semi-open after the inevitable pawn exchange 

on d4, while the rook should be placed on “d1”, 

where it will create a dangerous confrontation 

against black queen.  
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Тhe best place for the bishop in this kind of 

position. Control of the “d5” square is crucial 

when the black knight is on “b6”.  



 A very instructive mistake. 

The bishop on “e8” disturbs the coordination 

between the heavy black pieces and limits the 

movement of the rook from “f8”. 

Black should prefer the following option: 

 

The position that occurred is very interesting 
and popular, but often incorrectly evaluated. 
The “c6” + “e6” structure, against “d4” is called a 
“saw”. It is important to know that this type of 
structure is favorable for Black only if the light-
squared bishop is not on “c8”, otherwise it will 
become the prisoner of his own pawns. Black 
also controls the semi-opened “b” file, which 
fully compensates for White’s pair of bishops. 
This would lead to a very interesting and 
complex game. 



 White chose the best moment to swing 
the rook over to the kingside. Where exactly the 
rook should be placed next, on “g3” or “h3”, will 
depend on Black’s subsequent actions. 
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 An important moment from a 

practical point of view. When we transfer the 

rook to the third horizontal in positions with 

isolated pawn, it is necessary to choose the 

square from which the rook confronts the black 

king. White threatens h6. 



After this move all white pieces are in play. 

Thus, it is time to trigger an attack on the 

kingside. 



Now let us draw your attention to the 

positioning of white rook against black king. A 

real storm will start soon on the kingside! 



With his last move, Black caused irreparable 

weaknesses around his king. However, it should 

be noted that it is not easy to find a better move 

in the absence of black counterplay in the center 

or the queenside. 

Obviously,  stumbles upon a typical 

move for this type of position  

White’s idea is logical. He seeks to exchange  

the only piece defending the kingside. Here is 

how   it  could  develop:  

after  black rook is 

blocked.) 

Checkmate is inevitable. 
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White not only highlights the unstable position 
of the knight on “f6”, but also prepares the 
breakthrough d4-d5.  

 A serious mistake in a very difficult 
position. 
 would not save Black either, because of 
 After the exchange on “f6”, white queen 
moves to the “h6” square. 

 Undoubtedly, the most natural move. 
White, however, missed a more elegant and 
quick win: 




A picturesque position! 

 Black tries to close down the “h” line, 
but now the “f7” becomes terribly weak. 




The final blow! Black’s position is falling apart. 
No further commentary needed. 
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